AT H O M E C L A S S R O O M R E S O U R C E S

EA RLY YEARS
Snowflake Shapes
KINDERGARTEN - GRADE 2
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

SUGGESTED CURRICULUM LINKS

Get outside and try this science investigation! This
activity is a great way for your students to interact
with the elements outdoors. Depending on the size
of your class, students can work together in groups
or can independently search for different types of
snow to dig up and observe.

Science
K-3-06, 1-4-07, 2-2-01, 2-2-14, 2-2-15, 2-4-03,
2-4-06, 2-4-07

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Snowflake Identification Chart

LESS ON
Observe snowflakes to engage children with the
wonder of winter and discover the properties of
this wintery substance.
Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black construction paper or felt
Cookie sheets
Hand magnifiers
Outdoor Thermometer
Large serving spoons or trowels (optional)
Snowflake identification chart

Procedure
• L
 ine cookie sheets with black paper or fabric
and leave them outside to cool for an hour
before you go out for this activity.
• T
 ake students to an area where snow is loose
and deep. Have students dig with mittened

hands and/or use spoons, serving spoons or
trowels to scoop out snowflakes from different
parts of the snow bank.
• Place the snow samples on the black cookie
sheets and observe. Use magnifying glasses.
You can also use a macro setting on a camera
to get photos.
• Identify snowflake types. You will notice that
melted snow and snow from the bottom of the
snowbank have large sugar like crystals - this
snow layer is called pukak in Inuktitut and is
the warm layer near the ground which winter
animals like voles travel through.
• Use the thermometer to determine whether the
temperature at the bottom of the snowbank is
warmer.
• If possible try collecting snow on a day when
it is snowing. Observe the differences between
these flakes and those collected from the snowbank.
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EA RLY YEARS
Snow Melt Guessing Game
KINDERGARTEN - GRADE 2
LESSON DESCRIPTION

SUGGESTED CURRICULUM LINKS

Give your students the opportunity to move around and
participate in hands-on outdoor learning. This activity
allows students to explore how snow changes from a
solid to a liquid state through the influence of changing
temperatures. Encourage students to examine various
snow samples from different locations to compare
density and mass.

Science: 1-4-04, 1-4-07, 2-2-01, 2-2-02, 2-2-05, 2-2-14, 2-2-15,
2-4-01, 2-4-07
Mathematics: K-SS-1, 1-SS-1, 2-SS-2, 3-SS-4

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Snow vs Water Activity
Snowflake Chart

LESS ON

Snow and ice are types of solid water. To form snowflakes, droplets of water in the atmosphere collect
around bits of dust, and because it is so cold, they form
tiny frozen crystals and fall as snow. These many tiny
crystals can stick together to make bigger and bigger
snowflakes. Ice forms on lakes and ponds, and is one
large crystal, thickening as the temperatures get colder.

Materials
• Clear plastic jars for snow collection
• Markers for labeling jars
• One clear plastic jar of the same size of ice.
• Measuring cups and spoons

Procedure
• B
 efore going outside, take out the jar of ice and

start the melting process. Discuss the differences
and similarities between ice and snow. Explain to
the students that you will be comparing how much
water is in ice vs. snow.

• G
 o out as a group to collect snow from the schoolyard - and enjoy some time exploring the winter
landscape. If possible, collect snow from different areas (under trees, in the open, deep in the snowbank)
and label jars to allow for some comparison.
• W
 ait until the snow and ice in the jar(s) has fully
melted, then make observations of how much water
remains. Compare the results with ice, which contains very little air.
• M
 ovement Break: Have the students act like snowflakes by standing with their arms and legs outstretched. Point out the large spaces between their
arms and legs, like the spaces of snowflakes. What
fills those spaces? Air! Have them “melt” to the floor,
showing how they are much smaller as water droplets than as snowflakes.
• I f you have collected snow from different areas,
there may be more water and less air in snow from
certain areas. Often, snow that is squished from
people walking on the snow, melted and refrozen as
icy snow, or packed from strong winds has less air
and more water in it. New fallen, fluffy snow has the
most air space!
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EA RLY YEARS
Animal Tracks and Stories
KINDERGARTEN - GRADE 4
LESSON DESCRIPTION

SUGGESTED CURRICULUM LINKS

This activity uses storytelling to spark inquiry, and
engages students with a neighbourhood walk allowing them to consider the various wildlife living
around their school and community.

Science: K-1-02, 1-1-07, 1-1-10, 1-1-11, 1-1-14, 1-4-16, 2-1-09,
2-1-16, 3-1-13, 4-1-01, 4-1-02, 4-1-03, 4-1-04, 4-1-07

BOOKS ABOUT ANIMALS AND SNOW

OTHER RESOURCES

Snowflake Bentley by Jacqueline Briggs Martin
Over and Under the Snow by Kate Messner
Animals in Winter by Henrietta Bancroft
Turtle Spring by Deborah Turney Zagwyn

FortWhyte Alive’s Animal Tracks Key

English Language Arts: 1.1.1, 2.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.3

LESS ON

Winter is a time for storytelling - Indigenous cultures
recognize this and there are stories that elders and
knowledge keepers will tell only in wintertime. Read
from books about humans in winter, and share some
stories about animals under the snow.
Depending on the grade level, students can be encouraged to create their own winter story, poem or list of
words about a winter activity they enjoy, or an animal’s
way of surviving winter.

SCHOOLYARD ANIMAL WALK
Materials
• FortWhyte Animal Tracks Key
• Camera (optional)

Activity
• T
 ake your students for a walk around the neighbourhood or schoolyard with the goal of discovering
signs of animals.
• K
 eep a list as you walk or take photos of the things
you have seen - birds, holes or nests in trees, and
tracks on the ground.
• T
 he animal tracks key can help you discover who is
in your neighbourhood. Make some observations
about tracks - where do they start and where do they
end? What size feet, and what pattern of walking
did this animal have? Where would this animal be
hiding/sheltering at night?
 nce back inside, discuss your findings.
O
Create more opportunities to research where those
animals might be.
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MIDD L E YEARS
Arctic Games
GRADES 4 - 6
LESSON DESCRIPTION

SUGGESTED CURRICULUM LINKS

Get outside and active this winter! These activities
are a good way to encourage your students to work
together and enjoy games in your own schoolyard.
Many of these games are part of Arctic Games
competitions and Inuit community events in the
North. Inuit developed these games to build the
strength, endurance, and stamina that is needed to
thrive on the land in the Arctic.

Phys Ed: K.1.4.B.2, K.1.4.B.3a, K.1.4.B.3b, K.1.4.C.2,
S.1.4.C.1, K.1.5.B.2, K.1.5.B.3c, S.1.6.B.1, S.1.6.B.2
Social Studies: 4-KI-014, 4-KH-038, 4-KI-013,
5-KI-006

OTHER RESOURCES
Arctic Games
Youth Instructions for Games (with photos)
Advanced Games

LESS ON
Choosing Teams
Those born in the summer on one side. Those born in
the winter on the other side. If born during a freeze-up
or break-up, you can choose either side. Summer teams
are the sea pigeons, winter teams are the ptarmigans.
They never mix and always chase each other away.
Suggested Games
• Tu Nu Miu (Back Push) - In the snow, draw a circle
for the competition area. Two students sit on the
ground in the middle of the circle, back to back.
Ensure that students’ knees are bent and that their
feet are flat on the ground. After a countdown, the
two students will attempt to push their opponent out
of the circle using their leg, arm, and body strength
without turning around. This game can be played
best-of-three or in single rounds.
• Airplane - Divide students into groups of five. One
student will lie face down in a “T” position, while the

other four will position themselves at each arm and
leg. On your count, the four students will lift the one
lying down while they hold themselves as straight
as possible (no sagging!) The four students who are
standing will then carry their classmate.
• K
 nee Jump - This is an individual game. From a
kneeling position, swing your arms back and bring
them quickly forward to try to jump up onto your
feet! This is one that can end in laughter!
• A
 c Sa Raq - This game is a competition between
two students. Have students sit on the ground with
their legs in front of them, feet touching and hands
joined. The object of the game is for each student to
try and pull the other student off the ground using
the leverage of their hands and feet.
• S
 eal Race - Students racing each other on hands,
with legs limp and body trailing like a seal. Some
can play the role of polar bears, and try to catch the
students’ feet to encourage them to swim faster!
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MIDD L E YEARS
Solar Oven Experiment
GRADE 4 - 7
LESSON DESCRIPTION

SUGGESTED CURRICULUM LINKS

Building a solar oven is a hands-on way of teaching students about reflection, absorption and the
greenhouse effect. Encourage students to draw
connections between the processes involved in a
solar oven and how we can see the same warming
effects happening in the Arctic as sea ice cover is
lost.

Science: 4-2-01, 4-2-02, 4-2-05, 4-2-07, 4-2-11, 4-2-14,
5-4-05, 5-4-13, 6-4-08, 7-2-02, 7-2-03, 7-2-07, 7-2-09,
7-2-10,
Social Studies: 4-KL-023, 7-KL-026, 7-KL-029,
7-VL-009

OTHER RESOURCES
Solar Ovens and Sustainable Energy
National Snow and Ice Data Centre

LESS ON

Begin with an explanation that light from the Sun
is either reflected (bounced off) or absorbed by
a surface. Ask if students can give an example
of a surface that is really good at reflecting light
(mirror, window). See if students can tell you what
happens when light is absorbed by a surface – the
surface heats up! What things about a surface
might affect how much light it can reflect? Colour,
texture and what the surface is made of.
Have students research the science behind solar
ovens and use the design process to create their
own prototypes.
Materials
• White surface (snow or white lids)

• S
 et up your experiment outside on a sunny

winter day. Explain that the dark interior of the
solar oven can represent dark-coloured earth or
water and the white board can represent more
reflective snow and ice*.

• H
 ave the students read the thermometers. Ask

the students which reflected more light. Ask the
students to explain which surface became hotter from absorbing sunlight. The clear plastic
lid on the oven is like the greenhouse gas layer
in Earth’s atmosphere: it traps the heat inside
the dark box.

• A
 ttempt to melt snow or warm up a snack in-

• A
 solar oven or a shoe box with dark paper

inside, and a clear plastic lid

Procedure

side the ovens. How could you use this technology to save energy?

• 2 thermometers
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MIDD L E YEARS
Voyageur Games
GRADES 4 - 5
LESSON DESCRIPTION

SUGGESTED CURRICULUM LINKS

Voyageurs did not have a lot of down time during
their travels, but if they made camp early, were
delayed by poor weather, or were wintering at a
fort or outpost it was up to them to create their
own entertainment. They were well known for their
energetic songs, dances, and games. Voyageur
games were highly competitive and were designed
to showcase individuals’ strength and skills. Best
played outdoors, these games are great for both
summer and winter.

Social Studies: 4-KI-010, 5-KI-007, 5-KI-009
Phys Ed: K.1.4.B.2., K.1.4.B.3a., K.1.4.B.3c., K.1.4.B.3d.,
S.1.4.A.2, S.1.4.B.2., S.1.4.C.1

OTHER RESOURCES
Festival du Voyageur activities

LESS ON

Try these Voyageur Games in the schoolyard!
• A
 rm Wrestling: Have the students pair up and

lie facing each other and arm wrestle.

• L
 eg Wrestling: Two students lie down on their

back beside each other facing in opposite directions, hip-to-hip. They count to three, lifting
their inside leg for each count. On three, they
lock legs and try to flip their opponent over.

• T
 appe la Galette: Partners stand face to face.

They each position their own feet toe to heel,
and then touch their front toe to their partners
front toe. Each partner holds out one hand like
they are going to shake. One person must then
try to tap the others’ hand to cause them to
lose their balance and step out, while the other
person tries to move their hand out of the way.
This game was played to improve balancing
skills needed in the canoe.

• R
 elay Sled Races: You will need two large

toboggans with strings and pylons to turn
around. Divide the group into two teams. On
each team, break into groups of 3 students.
A group will have one student sit in the sled,
while two pull. Students must pull their team
member around the pylon and back to the start
line, before passing off the sled to the next
group of three. This is a wild ride!

• T
 arget Practice: Have your class divide up into

teams, lay out targets (hula hoops) and have
each member of each group throw 3 bean bags,
plastic darts, or other weighted items. Have
each person keep track of how many they get
in. After each group member has thrown, add
up the number of darts that went in. The team
with the most darts wins.
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OL D ER YEARS
Water Content in Snow
GRADES 7 - 8

LESSON DESCRIPTION

SUGGESTED CURRICULUM LINKS

This interactive activity will prompt your students
to analyze different snow samples and determine
the amount of water in each sample. Students calculate the mass and density of snow in comparison
to water, extrapolating the class findings to determine which type of snow contains the most water.

Science: 7-2-03, 7-2-04, 7-2-05, 7-2-06, 7-2-07, 8-3-02,
8-3-07

OTHER RESOURCES
Find a snow depth map of North America

LESS ON

Students will collect snow samples and find out
how much water there is in the snow.
Materials
• C
 lear sampling containers (measure volume

and weight), with lids

• D
 igital scale
• S
 mall shovels or serving spoons

Procedure
Before heading outside:
• S
 plit class into groups, and set boundaries for

where you are going to extract your samples
before you head outside.

• A
 ssign groups to take samples from the top,

middle and bottom of a snowbank in different
areas on the schoolyard. Focus on areas that are
very different in degree of snow pack (middle
of field, snow left by plow, along footpath, in
shrubs).

• H
 ave students label their sampling containers

with waterproof labels, and record the weight of
their containers.
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Outside:

• H
 ave all groups share their data. Discuss why

• D
 ig with spoons or shovels to collect snow sam-

ples, being sure to fill containers to the top with
no air space but not packed down.

• M
 easure the snow depth in your sample areas

with rulers.

Return inside:
• H
 ave students weigh their samples and record

mass as well as information about the snow’s
texture.

• A
 llow snow to melt in containers to visually

compare water content.

there is variation. Where in the snowpack does
the snow seem to be the most dense (top, middle, bottom)? The looser snow at the bottom of
the snowbank is known as pukak snow in Inuktitut, and is used as shelter by many animals
such as voles and ermine. Heat trapped next
to the ground will keep these animals warm all
winter long.

• C
 alculate snow density and the water content

of the snow. Why would we want to know how
much water is in the snow? This affects the
prediction of floods, which is a very important
thing to know in Manitoba. You could extend
the volume calculation by estimating average
snow depth and total area of your schoolyard to
estimate how much water will be on the surface
when the snow melts in spring.

Calculation Sheet
How Much Water is in this Snow?
A. Mass of empty sample container ____________ g
B. Mass of sample container with snow in it ____________ g
C. Mass of just the snow (A-B) ______________ g
D. Volume of sample container ______________ mL (cm3)
E. Snow Density (Mass (C) ÷ Volume (D)) ______________ g/cm3
F. Water Content (%) (Density (E) x 100) ________________%
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OL D ER YEARS
Building Shelters at School
GRADES 7 - 10
LESSON DESCRIPTION

SUGGESTED CURRICULUM LINKS

Improve your students teamwork skills and gain
valuable survival knowledge by practicing shelter-building and knot-tying. These skills are useful
for camping, hiking or building comfort in the
outdoors.

Phys Ed: S.1.7.B.3, S.1.7.C.1, K.3.7.A.3, S.1.S1.C.1
English Language Arts: S1.3.1.1, S1.3.1.3, S1.3.1.4,
S1.3.3.4, S1.3.2.1., S1.3.2.5, S1.4.4.2, S1.4.4.3

OTHER RESOURCES
Knot Tying (Easy) and Knot Tying (Intermediate)
Tarp Shelter Designs
Survival Shelters

LESS ON

Materials
• T
 arps
• R
 ope
• A park or area with a number of trees

close together

Directions
• R
 esearch examples of different tarp shelters

and styles for different climates and situations

• P
 ractice some knots. Use short lengths of rope

for each student and access resources online
to develop skills. Basic knot recommendations
are the clove hitch and bowline.

• G
 o outside and spend time building the shel-

ters. Once shelters have been built, have students spend some time in the survival shelters
making observations of how they work. These
activities can lead to writing projects pulling
from the experience.
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OL D ER YEARS
Arctic Science: Sea Ice Algae
GRADES 7 - 10
LESSON DESCRIPTION

SUGGESTED CURRICULUM LINKS

Arctic Science Day is an experience for Grade
7-12 students offered each winter at FortWhyte
Alive with workshops led by University of Manitoba’s Centre for Earth Observation Sciences. This
activity is taken from 2021’s virtual day and helps
students to understand the importance of Arctic
sea ice as an ecosystem.

Science: 7-1-01, 7-1-03, 7-1-14, 7-2-03, 7-2-04, 8-4-03,
8-4-18, S2-1-01, S2-1-02, S2-4-01, S2-4-07

OTHER RESOURCES
Expedition Churchill (Arctic Research e-book)

LESS ON
Investigate the differences between salt water ice
and freshwater ice, and the habitat that sea ice can
provide for the primary producers (algae) in the
Arctic food chain.
Materials
• S
 alt water (3.5g table salt / 100mL water)
• F
 reshwater
• I ce cube trays
• B
 lue food colouring (can be thinned with rub-

bing alcohol)

• S
 hallow plastic dishes for the ice cubes

Procedure
• U
 se this video and this video to spark interest

in the importance of ice algae.

• H
 ave students place a drop of dye on the salt-

water and freshwater cubes and observe what
happens.

• T
 he dye will spread through the saltwater ice,

while it will just run off the freshwater ice.

• T
 his demonstrates the presence of brine chan-

nels in sea ice which can host entire microbial
ecosystems.

• W
 hile fresh sea-ice still forms every year, multi-

year sea ice in the Arctic is disappearing as a
result of climate change, and ice density and
extent are reducing. If multi-year sea ice is habitat for primary producers such as algae, what
is one way that climate change can affect the
ecological pyramid in the Arctic Ocean?

Extension: Use this opportunity to teach about
the differences in freezing temperatures between
saltwater and freshwater. Use spike thermometers
to take the temperature of the frozen cubes. This
applies to further understanding of Arctic ocean
dynamics, as melting ice contributes freshwater to
the ocean which sits as a lens on top of the more
dense saltwater.
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